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SWOT ANALYSIS
Strengths
-

Cooperation with big influential companies
Innovative entrepreneurs
Rapid innovation process, fast prototyping
Development, new technologies
Funding

Threats
-

Possible competitors (Uusi Puu, Skogs Idustrierna)
Overuse of forests

Weaknesses
-

-

Not very known yet, haven’t build a reputation
The core vision is hard to explain in a few words,
message needs to be more simple, and to make
an emotional connection
Name is the biggest problem right now - other
project with very similar name. It also needs to
be international.

Opportunities
-

Possible product and technology development
Achieving better international market (boost
Finland’s brand)

HOW TO ACHIEVE OUR VISION
Current situation
-

-

testing a rapid innovation
process
efficient, fast prototyping
cooperation with
companies, research
institutes and educational
organizations.
developing businesses
around wood based
materials

How to improve
-

-

Cohesive and straightforward
branding
Uniqueness and
recognisability to stand out
and make an impact
Communicating with target
groups efficiently
Keep collaborators interested
and invested in the project
Continue developing and
analyzing what we are doing,
replan if needed

Vision
-

Create new circular economy
business models in Finland
From bulk production to high
quality product
Replacing plastics with Finnish
bio-based products
Innovative new businesses
around wood based materials
Growing carbon sinks
Promote Finland’s
competitiveness in international
markets

circular economy, forest is the new gold, tackle climate change, decrease use of plastic, resources from genuinely sustainable sources

VISUAL IDEAS FOR THE PROJECT
Since wood is in the heart of this project, it should also be visible in the visual side of the
project. Maybe not on a cliche way of using green colors and pictures of leaves and such, but
maybe we could use tree growth rings as a starting point. It would convey a feeling of growing
and evolving project.
Tree rings are also highly affected by the climate and since tackling climate change is one of
our key values it could be an important addition.
The logo is maybe the most important mean of recognising the brand. It’s very important that
the logo stays the same no matter what language, so if you are keen on keeping the name as
Puusta pidemmälle, it should use a symbol in addition to the wordmark.
Therefore, if the wordmark changes at least the symbol stays the same. A better option of
course is that the name can be understood internationally. Maybe the name could be an
acronym of a longer sentence? Evolving Finnish Forest Industry = EFFI

The beginning of
the project

Project
development
rapid innovation
process
Circular economy,
forest is a new gold,
decrease the use of
plastics
International
markets
Protection, tackling
the climate change

”FROM QUANTITY TO QUALITY”
The project should use headlines/slogans that stand out and make an emotional impact.
“From quantity to quality”. It’s how the first impressions is made. The reader should be
interested enough to start gathering more information about the project. For example on a
webpage first thing that viewer sees could be a big picture across the screen and a well
thought out headline. It could be animated to change in to short introduction.
After the viewer starts to scroll the page, information should be laid out in small pieces
instead of long paragraphs. Many entry points. Informative illustrations and graphics that
make facts easier to understand.
The brand story should play a bigger role than the information explaining how great new
technologies we have. The story should make people want to be a part of our mission.

UNDERSTANDING THE TARGET
AUDIENCE
Main Targets:

Working efficiently:

-

Politicians

-

Map out stakeholders

-

International Companies

-

Find common denominator

-

Investors

-

Target common denominator

-

Entrepreneurs

-

Work from bottom up approach
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HOW TO REACH TARGET AUDIENCE
Events

Advertisements

-

Send invitations

-

Meet the target groups face to face

Instagram to raise awareness (add views), follow

-

Creates a positive image about the project

the Facebook page and continue to research the

and humanizes the brand

subject on webpage (add clicks)

-

Create a discussion between the project
and its audience (get feedback, panel
discussions)

-

New connections

-

Cooperation with other companies

-

-

Targeted advertisements in Facebook and

Traditional advertisements to attract local
audiences, make them interested in events

THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA
Facebook / Twitter
-

Instagram

Fast communication with target audiences

-

Visual side (both pictures and videos)

(Politicians, entrepreneurs, international

-

More pictures than words so it is the easiest to
understand the goals

companies, investors)
-

News about the project and events

-

“From quantity to quality”

-

Live streaming events

-

Addresses the public

-

Moderate use of hashtags

THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA
Website

Youtube:

Infographics are explaining the project

-

Platform for videos of the project.

(Possible product and technology

-

These videos could be also shown in the website.

development)

-

Same kind of videos could be used in Instagram.

-

Brand story

-

Short and informative videos.

-

Cooperational big influential companies are

-

Videos from the events and work in process.

-

presented in the website (logos)

CONCLUSION
-

Using wood texture not only for the logo but for the visual identity of the brands
website.

-

A simple and efficient website so it can be understood at an international level

-

Understanding the different main target audiences and aim for common stakeholders
to reach them all at the same time

-

Through different social media platforms, reach out to the public

-

By using bottom up approach, main target audiences will be reached

